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Member-based civic associations, or citizen groups, have two crucial roles in American democracy. They advocate for members' interests in the public arena, but also operate as Tocquevillian "schools of democracy" linking citizens to politics and equipping them with the skills of democratic citizenship. Yet scant research has examined the interrelationships of these two roles. Does the work that civic associations do in developing democratic participants enhance the work they do advocating for members' interests in the public arena? We bring together two previously disparate strands of research on civic associations by arguing that a key factor affecting the political presence of civic associations is leadership quality. We focus on the relationship of leadership quality to political presence, using data from a unique 2003 study of 226 local entities of the Sierra Club. We show that organizations with more skilled and committed leaders have higher levels of political presence. This contrasts with previous research that has focused primarily on community context and resources as explanatory factors. This study shows that political presence is related to the extent to which leaders develop their skills and demonstrate commitment to the organization.

The study of civic associations, defined here as membership-based advocacy groups governed by internally elected leaders, has burgeoned since the 1990s. A renewed interest in the relationship between civic associations and democracy has emerged among scholars from a variety of disciplines and research areas, including political science, sociology, democratic theory, and civic engagement.1 As Archon Fung writes in a review of research on associations and democracy, "By asking the general question, 'How do associations enhance democracy?' scholars have brought civil society and groups back into the normative and empirical investigation of democracy."2 Scholars have examined the role civic associations play in developing and sustaining democracy in a range of different ways, including incorporating marginalized groups and individuals into the political system;3 acting as representative bodies providing many types of individuals a voice in the larger political system;4 creating spaces for citizens to develop and practice civic skills while addressing pressing community issues;5 providing forums for public deliberation;6 and pushing other political institutions towards incorporating values and practices of direct participation.7 In the study of social movements, scholars have begun examining the political consequences of protest and specifying the role of leadership, strategy, and organizations for movement impact.8 Underlying all of this research is the notion that civic associations are critical to democracy because they provide a way for individuals to participate in informal and formal mechanisms of policymaking.

By creating venues for participation in policymaking, civic associations provide individuals with a way to exercise voice in politics. Only limited research, however, has examined the factors affecting which associations are better able to provide their members with voice than others. Recently, scholars of political incorporation have begun calling for more attention to the ways in which some civic associations are better able to achieve political presence or public recognition than others because they recognize the connection between these associations and the power marginalized groups achieve in politics. Karthick Ramakrishnan and Irene Bloemraad, for instance, find that civic participation by immigrants can lead to greater "political presence."9 "Political presence" is a term Ramakrishnan...
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and Bloemraad use to refer to the extent to which civic organizations “have visibility in their communities and have an impact on other civic and political actors.” C10 Civic associations that have more political presence are better able to provide their constituents with greater voice because they have a seat at the policymaking table. Although this work finds that individuals involved in civic associations achieve greater political presence than those who are not involved, it does not examine why some advocacy groups are able to achieve greater presence than others.11

The question of why some associations are better than others at achieving political presence brings research on associations as purveyors of democracy together with research on associations as advocacy groups. Although some research examines how civic associations build democracy by creating institutional forms through which democracy is learned, communicated, and sustained, a parallel body of research examines civic associations as advocacy groups, pushing to enact their agenda into policy. These scholars work primarily within the study of interest groups and social movements and tend to study civic associations in conjunction with a range of other organizations whose primary purpose is influencing legislative outcomes through lobbying and other activities.12 In studying the differential success of civic associations in the public arena, these arguments have thus emphasized explanatory factors particularly relevant to the lobbying environment, such as resources, the political environment, or the political opportunities.13 These studies essentially “black-box” the internal workings of these organizations and focus instead on the organization’s aggregate resources (how much money it has or how many members it claims) or factors external to the organization (characteristics of the environment in which it works). In doing so, they ignore the potential relationship between the work that civic associations do in creating forums for citizens to participate in democracy and the association’s ability to provide its members with voice in the political system (the accomplishment of political presence).

We open the “black box” of these associations and contend that an emphasis on resources and political context is incomplete. The ability of a civic association to achieve political presence depends on the quality of its leaders. Within the context of civic associations, leaders must be able to mobilize common effort; in other words, leaders must be able to enable others to achieve purpose, not just pursue individual preferences.14 Mobilizing others for action thus requires a distinct set of motivational, relational, and strategic competencies. We focus on two aspects of leadership quality: the extent to which leaders are committed to their work and have the necessary motivational, strategic, and relational skills. This argument builds on research showing that civic associations play an important role in developing the civic skills of citizens and generating social capital,15 and research showing that civic leaders have found innovative ways of creating spaces within which this democratic capacity-building can occur.16 The argument also bridges across disciplines to apply insights from organizational studies to the political context. Interdisciplinary work in organizational studies has examined the importance of leadership quality in firms17 and movement organizations.18 This literature recognizes leaders as being central agents of organizational development and performance, influencing not only how effective the organization is, but also the kinds of values the organization embodies and the meanings it represents for individuals who belong to it.19 As such, scholars in organizational studies have examined multiple dimensions of leadership that are relevant to organizational performance, including the skill of leaders, their motivations, the way they are structured to do their work, and the kinds of training they receive. We borrow insights from this literature to specify the dimensions of leadership that are most relevant to the effectiveness of civic associations in the political arena.

To study the relationship between leadership quality and the political presence of civic associations, we draw on an original dataset studying the local entities of the Sierra Club, a major national environmental organization. In 2003, we conducted a study, entitled National Purpose, Local Action (NPLA), that collected comprehensive information on the organizational practices and characteristics of over 300 local entities of the Sierra Club.20 As a federated, membership-based organization governed by voluntary leadership, the Sierra Club is emblematic of many civic associations in American democracy, particularly those prevalent in American politics since the 1970s (we further discuss the generalizability of findings from our data later in the article). Thus, this study provides a unique opportunity to examine the relationship between political presence and leadership quality in membership-based civic associations. Our central claim is that the work civic associations do in developing the quality of their leaders informs and supports the work they do in public advocacy—and that without considering leadership quality, we cannot fully understand how some civic associations achieve higher levels of political presence than others.

Understanding the Political Presence of Member-Based Civic Associations

Since Alexis de Tocqueville’s observations in the 1830s, scholars have noted the importance and centrality of civic associations to American political life. Theda Skocpol, Marshall Ganz, and Ziad Munson write, “From churches and unions to social groups and reform crusades, membership associations have provided paths into active citizenship, allowing Americans to build community, pursue shared goals, and influence social and political affairs.”21 Civic associations underpin democracy by providing venues within which individuals can learn and practice public deliberation, civic leadership, and other skills of democratic citizenship. Tocqueville notes that a key purpose of
civic associations is to help people realize their broader interests, instead of focusing on their narrow individual preferences. In addition, by employing these venues, they implicitly challenge other public institutions to incorporate deliberate and public participation in governance.\textsuperscript{22} They also play a representative role in policymaking. Although member-based civic associations are only a small proportion of the total number of advocacy organizations operating in Washington, Jeffrey Berry argues that they are particularly important because “for millions of Americans, these organizations are the means by which they support advocacy on the political issues they care the most about.”\textsuperscript{23} Typically, civic associations are the major organizational legacy and carry forward the traditions and ideals of broad social movements.\textsuperscript{24} Civic associations advocate for their members’ interests in the public sphere, and also provide individuals with a way to connect to and identify with the political system, form bonds of social capital, and develop crucial skills for civic participation.\textsuperscript{25}

These civic functions render member-based civic associations distinct from other advocacy organizations, which focus primarily on lobbying. Many advocacy groups, such as the Chamber of Commerce, or the Automobile Manufacturer’s Association, act as representatives of firms, business groups, or other organizations, instead of drawing their membership from individuals. Research shows that the focus of these interest groups is to lobby government on behalf of its member organizations, not to infuse its organizations with democratic values or to build democratic capacity among individuals who belong to them.\textsuperscript{26}

Despite the unique role of member-based civic associations in American political life, most studies of their effectiveness have analyzed them together with other advocacy organizations and interest groups. As a result, most explanations for why some civic associations are more successful in the public arena than others focus on characteristics of the lobbying environment, which are shared by all types of advocacy organizations. The two main explanatory factors that have emerged are the resources the group has and the environmental context within which the group is working. Perhaps the leading explanation for public success among interest groups focuses on the extent to which these groups can act as a source of information and money for legislators.\textsuperscript{27} These studies argue that success depends primarily on how many resources, in terms of money or people, an organized interest has. Groups that can provide votes, money, and information about what voters want have the most influence over re-election minded legislators. As a result, studies of the power of PACs or the electoral activity of interest groups generally operationalize the strength of an interest group as the amount of money it is able to provide a legislator, the number of members it claims in a particular geographic area, or its capacity for mobilizing members for action.\textsuperscript{28} Other research argues that the success of organized interests depends primarily on external, environmental factors. These scholars argue that favorable or unfavorable environmental conditions such as the availability of allies, the strength of opponents, the availability of resources, and opportunities that may exist explain patterns of organizational effectiveness. This research has focused primarily on the context within which the group operates, and the relationships it has to key players. This includes studies of policy subsystems and iron triangles,\textsuperscript{29} studies of direct congressional lobbying,\textsuperscript{30} and case studies of particular policy domains.\textsuperscript{31}

In studying the political effectiveness of member-based civic associations, however, we should not ignore their unique characteristics. Insofar as a primary role of civic associations is to teach civic skills, build community, and impart the practices of democratic citizenship to its members, the work civic associations do internal to the organization is as important as the work they do externally, advocating for members’ interests. The question that arises, then, is whether the work that civic associations do in developing democratic leadership skills of participants relates to and supports the work they do advocating for members’ interests in the public arena. In other words, are civic associations that do a better job as Tocquevillian “schools of democracy” also more likely to be more effective in the political arena? Answering this question links to the literature examining the role that associations play in building democracy, and also fills a gap in the broader literature on interest group effectiveness. Although previous research has shown that interest groups depend on resources to achieve political success, we lack a sense of how these groups translate resources or a favorable political environment into political success.

We propose a new set of independent variables to examine the relationship between leadership quality and the political presence of civic associations. What explains variation in how effectively an organization capitalizes on available resources or political opportunities? Many classic theoretical formulations of organizational behavior highlight leadership quality as a key explanatory factor, but those insights have not been grounded in ongoing empirical work on civic associations.\textsuperscript{32} The logic behind this assertion about leadership quality is straightforward: because civic associations are often self-governing entities whose leadership operates with relatively high autonomy, the success of the organization depends not only on an organization’s context and resources, but also on the ability of organizational leaders to effectively engage those resources.\textsuperscript{33} It stands to reason, then, that certain characteristics of the leadership—such as their relational, strategic, and managerial skills, and their level of commitment to their work—should make it more or less likely that they will have the capacity to effectively turn resources and context into public success. Yet we have had few empirical studies of the relationship between leadership quality and the public success of civic associations. Whereas most previous research has essentially black-boxed the organization, we open it up for analysis.
Our measure of public success focuses particularly on political presence, drawing on Ramakrishnan and Bloemraad’s work developing political presence as a measure of effectiveness in civic organizations. They argue that “civic and political presence are important measures of standing, showing the degree to which [organizations] are recognized as full partners in their communities. Civic and political presence are also important precursors to influence in a community.”34 Specifically, Ramakrishnan and Bloemraad examine the extent to which immigrant communities have a voice at the table. Defined in this way, political presence assesses the degree to which the organization has the standing it needs to be an effective advocate for its constituents. Focusing on political presence is consistent with previous research examining access as an indicator of success. Studies examining access focus primarily on legislative lobbying and argue that access to legislators is a key indicator and correlate of influence.35 Yet, advocacy groups work not only in legislative arenas, but also in the courts, the media, and in setting the public agenda.36 Securing political presence in these arenas as a spokesperson for policy is a key objective of advocacy organizations, and parallels the idea of securing access to lawmakers.37 Examining political presence as an indicator of public success thus allows us to look across multiple arenas of public advocacy that may be particularly important for understanding local civic associations. This is because some associations do not work in legislative arenas but may achieve success by becoming respected sources for information and analysis in public debate and by being seen as authoritative advocates by political elites. Political presence may be conferred by the news media, allies, opponents, elected officials, or government agencies. Civic associations that secure favorable political presence from decision-makers and achieve standing may not prevail in every battle, but securing favorable political presence from decision-makers and achieve standing may not prevail in every battle, but their standing gives them much better chances than their peers who lack political presence.

One likely reason that previous research has not explored the relationship of internal organizational factors, like leadership quality, to political presence is the difficulty of obtaining the necessary data. Understanding the effect of leadership necessitates an in-depth look at the internal operations of the organization that is often hard to access, and an ability to examine organizational data that allows us to quantify constructs like leadership quality. To further explicate our approach, we draw on a unique new study of multiple organizations within the Sierra Club. Before going into greater depth on our analyses, we describe the data and the study, National Purpose, Local Action (NPLA).

A Study of the Sierra Club: National Purpose, Local Action

The National Purpose, Local Action study examines the local organizational units of the Sierra Club, a leading US national environmental organization. Some previous studies of interest groups have examined a sample of organizations working in a wide range of different contexts and issue areas.38 These studies have been challenged by the question of how to compare organizational units working in such different issue environments.39 Because the Sierra Club is a federated organization, we can study local civic associations working within a common national framework. This allows us to hold organizational context and the broad purposes of the organization constant to assess the impact of leadership development practices alongside rival explanations. It is important to note, however, that the local Sierra Club groups operate with considerable autonomy from the national organization, setting their own agenda and priorities. Thus, there is true variation in the work they choose to do and how they choose to do it. The Sierra Club is also an excellent organization to study because it is exemplary of contemporary civic associations in several ways. First, it embodies all three characteristics that distinguish civic associations from other organizations: voluntary membership, governance by elected leaders, and the pursuit of voice in the public arena. In 2003, the organization consisted of 750,000 members divided into 343 local groups based on their area of residence. Each local group was affiliated with one of 63 chapters, which roughly corresponded to a state-level organization. Each local group was governed by an Executive Committee composed of leaders elected by mail-in ballots sent to members residing in the group’s jurisdiction. None of the local groups in the Sierra Club had any paid staff, and only 23 chapters had more than two paid staff (most chapters only have 1 or 2 paid staff). Each local group was thus a distinct self-governing entity with its own set of elected leaders that conducted its own affairs. Second, as a federated organization, the Sierra Club is part of a tradition of multi-tiered organizations in America that have been of particular interest to scholars because of their potential to combine local action in a national framework.40 The Sierra Club, the National Rifle Association (NRA), Common Cause, Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD), the Christian Coalition, the National Organization of Women (NOW), and many trade unions are examples of such civic associations that have been the subject of academic study for their advocacy role in American politics.41 Third, as a major player in environmental politics, the Sierra Club is part of a movement that scholars often regard as an exemplar of contemporary social movements. Scholarship on the post-1960s advocacy explosion has traced the growth in organizations that rely on direct recruitment of members, that are highly professionalized, advocate on behalf of middle-class constituencies, and employ routine or non-disruptive tactics.42 These trends are not limited to the US and reflect key cross-national and transnational developments in the characteristics of advocacy.43 Environmentalism shares these characteristics with many modern social movements such as feminism, the consumer rights movement, and the religious right.44
While the Sierra Club as a whole is an interesting representative of contemporary movements, the analytic leverage and generalizability of the study comes from the study's multi-organization design. Sierra Club chapters and groups are locally-based, self-governing, membership-based organizations that seek voice in the political process. The results of this article could generalize to civic associations that share these characteristics, as they all face the same challenges of developing leadership capable of carrying out program activities in their communities. Our findings are particularly relevant for organizations that operate as federated, national associations. Although caution should be exercised in extending the findings to organizations not embedded in national federations, this study can be applicable to other state and local civic associations that face similar challenges in gaining political presence.

**Data Collection**

The unit of analysis in this study is the local Sierra Club entity with a particular focus on the elected Executive Committee. All of the Sierra Club's US entities were included in the study, except for those that were in reorganization in September 2003. Our study focused on the local groups and chapters of the Sierra Club, and data was gathered primarily from the members of the local Executive Committees. Our data is based on (1) interviews with Executive Committee chairs (89.9 percent response rate); (2) written surveys with Executive Committee member (51 percent response rate) aggregated to the entity; (3) secondary data available from the Sierra Club on member characteristics, resources, and staff; and (4) secondary data on the organization's community context. We have full data on 226 entities (178 groups and 48 chapters, or 55 percent of all entities of the Sierra Club).

**Variables and Measures**

The objective in our analysis is to examine the relationship between leadership quality and the political presence of civic associations, controlling for the effect of community context and organizational resources. We specifically examine variation in local Sierra Club entities, which work in a common issue environment, but vary greatly in the kind of work they do and the outcomes they achieve. Below is a discussion of how we measure our variables.

**Political Presence**

The key dependent variable in this analysis is the political presence of Sierra Club entities. Because consistent objective indicators of political presence are notoriously hard to find, we develop three different measures—one is a self-report measure, the second is a measure of local fundraising success derived from budget reports, and the third is a measure of media mentions taken from searches of online newspaper databases. These measures come from three distinct, independent data streams. One is collected from the leaders themselves (a self-report), one is collected from the national organization (budgetary data), and one is collected from sources external to the Sierra Club (media mentions). The independence of the data streams allows us to examine the robustness of our findings across multiple measures of political presence. None of these measures is perfect, and they differ in terms of their strengths and weaknesses. Thus, we perform all of our analyses using all three measures of the dependent variable.

The first measure of political presence is based on the Executive Committee chair’s perception of the entity’s presence in the community. The chair is uniquely positioned to evaluate the formal and informal mechanisms through which other actors seek out a group’s participation and input. In other words, do key actors pay attention to the civic association, its leaders, and its claims? We measure political presence based on responses to six questions from our interview with Executive Committee chairs. Executive Committee chairs evaluated how accurately a series of statements described their group, where 1 indicated “not very accurate” and 5 is “very accurate.” The summary scale takes the mean of all six items (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.8; for this and all other variables, see Table 1 for summary statistics and Appendix A for scale items). This measure has the advantage of being comparable across all of the local Sierra Club entities, regardless of the stage in the policy-making process or the institutional arena the local organization seeks to affect. Because this is a self-report measure, however, questions arise about whether or not it is biased. Prior studies using self-report and independent measures suggest that some of the concern about self-report measures may be overstated. Scholars have consistently found positive and significant correlations between informant reports and independent measures of organizational effectiveness in a variety of empirical settings including unions, public agencies, work organizations, nonprofit organizations, and civic associations. Nonetheless, a longer discussion and analysis of potential biases in our data can be found in an article published by Andrews, Ganz, Baggetta, Han, and Lim. As reported there, we find that respondents do not appear to be positively biased, and that the Chair appears to be a trustworthy informant when we assess the Chair’s response on other measures of external indicators.

The second measure examines local fundraising success as an indicator of political presence. This measure distinguishes between money the local entity raises itself and money the entity receives from the state or national organization. Within the Sierra Club, membership dues flow directly from individuals to the national organization. In addition, the national organization does a considerable amount of fundraising at the national level from
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# Table 1

Descriptive statistics of variables used in analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Chapters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean/Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measures of Public Presence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Presence Scale</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Funds Raised*</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>$1,629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of Total Media Mentions to Newspapers</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Mentions</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measures of Leadership and Leadership Quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # of Core Activists*</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Skills</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExCom Size</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Development Practices</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ spent on Capacity-Building Support Activities*</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>$2,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue*</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>$3,147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Members*</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Context</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Population in Urban Areas</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Population Voting Democratic in 2000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Population who are college graduates</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # of Civic Groups in Area*</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4573</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Starred variables have the median reported in the column marked “Mean/Median”. All other variables have the mean reported.
foundations, wealthy donors, and other sources. Most of this money is used to support initiatives of the national Sierra Club, and only a portion of the money goes towards supporting local groups and chapters. The national Sierra Club transfers a portion of the membership dues to chapters, based on a subvention formula. Chapters may then choose how to distribute funds to their local groups. While some chapters distribute a considerable amount of money to their local groups, others distribute none. Thus, almost all local groups have to do some local fundraising to support their operations, often having to raise their entire budget themselves. Local fundraising activities include things like selling calendars, sponsoring lemon-ade sales, and hosting speakers on environmental issues. Because local fundraising success depends heavily on the reputation of the group in the local community, their fundraising success is an indicator of their level of political presence within the community. Entities with higher levels of political presence should have the reputation, social capital, and networks that enable them to more easily raise funds. These numbers are calculated from annual reports submitted by Sierra Club entities to the national organization for the 2003 fiscal year. Because of the skewed distribution (median = $2,406, mean = $15,483) the measure is logged in analyses.

The third measure examines the number of media mentions each entity receives in the local paper. Media attention is a widely used measure of the visibility and political presence of advocacy groups, based on the assumption that an entity with more presence will be mentioned more often by local media who consider the organization an important player in local politics and community life. Because of overlapping media markets within the jurisdiction of groups, this measure is only available for chapters whose jurisdiction is an entire state. Chapters garner more media coverage in general, allowing us to assemble more data for each entity. We began by identifying all the major newspapers in all the major cities that might reasonably cover a particular chapter, namely papers in the chapter’s home city, papers in that state’s capital city, and papers in other major cities in the state. We then found as many of these papers as possible that included full-text article archives for 2003 in either the Lexis-Nexis or Factiva media search engines. In each paper we searched the 2003 year archives for the terms “Sierra Club” and various combinations of the entity name, the name of the home city, capital city, or major city, and the name of the state. The resulting set of articles was read in full by a trained coder who then coded the article for whether or not it referenced the local Sierra Club entity, or someone affiliated with the local organization. The final measure divides the total number of specific mentions of the local Sierra club entity by the number of newspapers examined in that state (to adjust for the fact that the number of newspapers vary from chapter to chapter).

Correlates of Political Presence

The key independent variables in our analysis of political presence are measures of leadership. To examine the relationship of leadership to political presence, we build on insights from previous research on leadership and focus on three dimensions of leadership: the quality of the leadership, the size of the leadership team, and the extent to which the organization invests in leadership development and capacity-building activities (such as retreats, training, or community-building social events). The first dimension focuses on quality (do the skills and commitment of leaders relate to the political presence of civic associations?), while the second dimension focuses on quantity (does having more leaders relate to the political presence of civic associations?), and the third dimension examines the extent to which the organization commits time and resources to leadership development within the organization. Although we expect that leadership quality is likely to be most closely related the organization’s level of political presence, we examine multiple dimensions of leadership because interdisciplinary research on leadership points to all of these factors as being important.57 Our analyses also control for community context and financial and human resources, since those are the factors most commonly thought to explain variation in political presence.

We first assess leadership quality through two measures examining the commitment and skills of leaders. The first measure examines the extent to which leaders are learning civic skills through their work in the Sierra Club. Leaders who are developing better skills should be better able to develop and carry out a broader program of activity that can help the organization achieve political presence.58 This scale is based on individual responses to questions on the Executive Committee Leader Survey asking “whether your leadership skills have improved through your service as a volunteer leader in the Sierra Club.” The skills included things like “accepting responsibility,” “holding others accountable,” “organizing and running a meeting,” and “managing my time.” Respondents were given a five-point scale with the two endpoints defined (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree). Individual responses were aggregated by taking means at the entity level.

The second measure of leadership quality examines the number of core activists in the organization, because highly-committed activists often play a critical role in volunteer-led organizations.60 They conduct much of the motivational, strategic, relational, and administrative work that is necessary for an organization to be operational. Core activists are defined as the individuals who devote five or more hours per week to Sierra Club activity. Thus, we are asking if having more individuals committed to devoting more time to the Sierra Club has an additional relationship to political presence, above and beyond the sheer number of elected leaders that exist. We measure core activists based on a question from our phone interview with the Executive
Committee chair in which we asked, “How many volunteers spend at least 5 hours per week on Sierra Club work?”61 We hypothesize that organizations with more committed leaders will be better able to achieve political presence.62

In studying the size of the leadership team, we examine the number of members on the elected Executive Committee. We also include this variable as a squared term since previous research on leadership teams indicate that a curvilinear relationship exists. The team needs to be large enough to have enough people to conduct its work, but when it gets too large, its effectiveness decreases as coordination problems increase.63 Thus, we expect that leadership teams that are too small or too large will be less effective than those that reach an optimum size in the middle. We should note that while our measure of core activists measures how many committed individuals are actually devoting substantial time to the Sierra Club, our measure of Executive Committee size simply measures how many formal leaders there are (the two measures are only correlated at 0.14).

The third dimension of leadership focuses on the extent to which the organization invests in leadership development. Here, we examine two components: first, the extent to which organizations explicitly invest in leadership development, and second, the extent to which they expend resources on activities designed to enhance organizational capacity (these include hosting new members meetings, building leadership through training and retreats, and organizing events to build community solidarity). Organizations that invest in enhancing organizational capacity should be more effective. The leadership development scale is the Executive Committee’s average of individual responses to questions on the Executive Committee Leader Survey asking people to agree or disagree with two statements: “Our Executive Committee deliberately tries to identify members with leadership potential,” and “Our Executive Committee has clear strategies for bringing new people into leadership positions.” Response categories ranged from 1 to 5 with the two endpoints defined (5 = strongly agree). To measure the extent to which entities invest in support activities, we drew on budgetary data they submitted, indicating the level of expenditures that went towards organizational building or support activities. Because the distribution was highly skewed, we logged it. We expect that groups that effectively build internal capacity through explicit leadership development and investment in support activities will be able to achieve higher levels of political presence.

Given previous research focusing on the effect of resources and community context on political presence, we also include those measures in our model. We measure resources using the number of members and amount of revenue an entity has. Members are assigned to groups based on an individual’s zip code, and our estimate of membership size is based on data provided by the Sierra Club in August 2003. For regressions in which the dependent variable is the self-report scale of political presence or the media-mentions variable, we also include the total revenue of the organization.64 For both measures—membership size and total revenue—we used the logged measure in the analysis because of the heavy skew in the data. Given previous research on the impact of money and people on public outcomes,65 we hypothesize that organizations with more money and more members should achieve greater presence.

Consistent with previous research, we hypothesize that organizations in communities that are more politically friendly will be more likely to achieve higher levels of political presence.66 To assess community context, we look specifically at characteristics of the community that are associated with higher levels of environmentalism. Specifically, we examine the percentage of the population within the jurisdiction of the organization living in an urban area, the percentage voting Democratic in the 2000 presidential election, and the percentage of college graduates. We chose these indicators because previous research has found that environmentalism is strongest among highly-educated, urban, Democratic-leaning communities.67 We also examine the logged number of civic groups in the area, to hold constant the degree to which the Sierra Club competes with other local civic organizations for attention. This data came from the 2000 US Census, Polidata Demographic and Political Guides (www.polidata.org), and the National Center for Charitable Statistics.

Analysis and Results

For models using the self-report political presence scale (Model 1) or total funds raised (Model 2) as the dependent variable, we use OLS regression. For models using the number of media mentions (Model 3), we use a negative binomial regression, because this model is more appropriate for count data.68 The independent variables in the three models are virtually the same, except for the fact that the model using total funds raised as a dependent variable does not include total revenue as an independent variable. In addition, with the exception of the model using media mentions as the dependent variable (which only includes chapters), we included a dummy variable for whether the entity was a group or chapter in our analysis. The results are shown in table 2.

The key finding emerging from this analysis is that even after controlling for resources and community context, leadership quality consistently has a statistically significant, positive relationship to political presence. Organizations whose leaders report learning skills are likely to have higher levels of political presence, across all three measures of political presence. In models 1 and 2, the total number of core activists is also statistically significant at p < 0.05 and positive (it is not in model 3, but there are only forty cases in that
The magnitude of these effects is also important. An entity at minimum levels of leadership skills is predicted to be 1.2 standard deviations lower on the political presence scale than an entity at maximum levels of leadership skills. In terms of funds raised locally, the difference between entities at the minimum and maximum level of leadership skills is $5,371. Because the variable is logged, it has a curvilinear relationship to political presence. Even so, these differences are large, given that the median of funds raised is $2,406. In terms of media mentions, an entity is predicted to more than double its media mentions by moving from minimum levels of leadership skills to maximum levels. Increasing the number of core activists is also related to higher levels of political presence. Moving from no core activists to five core activists (the median) is related to an increase of two-thirds of a standard unit on the political presence scale and about $1,200 in funds raised locally. Investing in leadership skills has a slightly larger relationship to political presence than increasing the number of core activists, indicating that it is not only the sheer number of committed activists that matters, but their quality.

Although leadership skills and the number core activists have important relationships to political presence, the relationship between Executive Committee size and investment in capacity-building activities remains unclear. These variables do not achieve conventional levels of statistical significance in any of the three models. It is possible that noise in the data can account for these findings. It is also possible that the number of committed activists matters more than the sheer size of the elected leadership, who may have varying levels of commitment. In addition, it may also be that some entities are investing in leadership development and organizational support activities to no avail—it is only those entities that are actually developing skills in their leaders that witness elevated levels of political presence. Put another way, quality matters when it comes to the relationship of leadership practices and political presence of civic associations.

The effect of community context and resources on political presence is less clear from these models. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that the effect of members and money is zero for Models 1 and 3. For Model 2, which

| Table 2 | Regression of political presence on leadership development, controlling for organizational resources and community context |
|---|---|---|
| | Model 1 | Model 2 | Model 3 |
| | Public Presence Scale | Total Funds Raised Locally, logged | Ratio of Total Media Mentions to Newspapers |
| | Coef. | Std. Err | Coef. | Std. Err | Coef. | Std. Err |
| Leadership Quality | | | | | | |
| Total # of Core Activists (logged) | 0.32 (0.10)** | 0.72 (0.25)** | −0.09 (0.18) |
| Leadership Skills | 0.47 (0.28)† | 1.77 (0.71)** | 0.60 (0.28)** |
| Leadership Team Size | | | | | | |
| Executive Committee Size | 0.02 (0.06) | 0.22 (0.14) | 0.01 (0.08) |
| Executive Committee Size, Squared | 0.00 (0.00) | −0.01 (0.01) | 0.00 (0.00) |
| Investment in Leadership Development | | | | | | |
| Leadership Development Practices | 0.19 (0.13) | 0.53 (0.32) | −0.90 (0.61) |
| $ spent on Capacity-Building Support Activities (logged) | 0.12 (0.08) | −0.04 (0.23) | 0.37 (0.39) |
| Resources | | | | | | |
| Total Revenue (logged) | 0.02 (0.03) | | 0.26 (0.24) |
| Total # of Members (logged) | −0.03 (0.07) | 0.45 (0.18)** | 0.07 (0.31) |
| Community Context | | | | | | |
| % of Population in Urban Areas | 0.39 (0.42) | −0.60 (1.09) | 1.64 (0.88)† |
| % of Population Voting Democratic in 2000 | 0.00 (0.00) | −0.01 (0.01) | 0.03 (0.01)** |
| % of Population who are college graduates | 5.55 (2.32)** | 0.12 (5.90) | 9.06 (10.65) |
| Total # of Civic Groups in Area (logged) | −0.12 (0.08) | 0.03 (0.21) | −0.24 (0.29) |
| Group (1=Group, 0=Chapter) | −0.23 (0.21) | −1.17 (0.51)** | |
| Constant | −0.17 (1.04) | −4.42 (2.66) | −1.89 (2.96) |
| N | 228 | 229 | 40 |
| Adjusted R-Squared | 0.19 | 0.40 | 0.10 |
| Log likelihood ratio | | | −154.29 |

Models 1 and 2 use OLS Regression. Model 3 uses negative binomial regression.

** Significant at p < .05; † Significant at p < .1
examine predictors of funds raised locally, we find that having more members has a statistically significant and positive effect. This may be because entities with more members in their geographic jurisdiction have a broader base from which they can draw to raise funds. It may also be that the number of members in an area is another indicator of the extent to which the area is friendly to the Sierra Club. The community context variables have their most prominent relationship to media mentions. This finding is likely driven by the fact that media mentions are a product not only of the efforts and skills of the local entity, but also the predilection of the local paper to cover the kinds of work local Sierra Club entities may do. Thus, community context has a stronger relationship to media mentions than on the other measures of political presence.

In sum, we find that leadership skills and the number of committed leaders have strong and significant relationships to political presence. This finding is robust to several different measures of political presence and true even when we hold constant the resources an organization has and the characteristics of the community in which it works. Theories of political presence that focus solely on the relationship of external factors like context and resources thus omit an important source of variation in the political presence of civic associations.

Despite the many advantages the data provides in conducting this kind of analysis, there are some important limitations to the study. First, it studies multiple subunits of one larger organization, the Sierra Club. Thus, generalizing these findings to other organizations should be done with caution, although our theory is applicable to other membership-based civic associations. Second, political presence is a slippery concept to assess, and each of our measures of the dependent variables has some flaws. The fact that our findings are robust across multiple measures provides greater confidence in our findings, but future research could strive to develop other objective indicators. Third, the cross-sectional nature of the study is an important limitation. Without longitudinal data on organizational change, it is difficult to make strong causal claims about the relationships between organizational practices and organizational outcomes, particularly given the potentially recursive relationships between some of the variables. We sought to be careful about this throughout the analysis by clearly assessing what constructs the data measured and how those were related to each other. Nonetheless, without comparative statics to examine changing relationships, we must remain cautious about the causal direction of our findings.

Discussion and Conclusions

By linking individuals to each other in collective political endeavors, civic associations play a unique role in American democracy. They advocate for their members’ interests in the public arena and also provide a space in which individuals can cultivate the skills and commitments needed for civic life. This article brings together the study of civic associations as advocacy organizations with the study of civic associations as Tocquevillian schools of democracy. Because previous research has largely separated these two strands of research, it has neglected the study of leadership as a factor related to the public presence of civic associations. Our study finds that the skills and commitment of the association’s leaders are related to the political presence of the organization, above and beyond the effect of things like money, members, and politically favorable conditions. The work these organizations do in strengthening democracy by acting as Tocquevillian schools of democracy (their participatory role in American democracy) is also related to their ability to exercise power in the political arena (their advocacy role). Understanding the way these organizations build democratic capacity has implications not only for civic and political participation, but also for our understanding of advocacy power and other public outcomes.

In any democracy, having skilled and committed civic leaders is essential to the durability and impact of associations. As noted at the beginning of the paper, scholars from multiple areas of study have shown a renewed interest in civic associations because of the multiple ways that associations can enhance democracy. They incorporate individuals into the political system by bringing them into association with each other, represent members’ shared interests in the public arena, advocate for public outcomes, build democratic capacity within the public, and provide public forums within which democratic learning, motivation, and deliberation can be fostered. Leadership is essential to all of this work. Leaders in civic associations push others to find common purpose, and mobilize for action around a shared vision. In some cases, leaders make choices about who to represent and how to represent them, about who gets included and who does not. Leaders determine if and how the organization will deploy its resources, prioritize its goals, and engage with its community to take action. Leaders translate an organization’s resources into democratic outcomes (whether they be participatory outcomes like building civic skills in members or reaching out to marginalized constituencies, or advocacy outcomes like advocating for public policy or supporting particular candidates) that the organization values. Achieving any of these outcomes requires that leaders possess a broad array of civic skills. In his work, Ganz identifies “motivational, relational, strategic, and action skills—and the capacity to develop those skills in others” that leaders must have. These skills are even more essential given the complex policy environments that characterize the work of many modern civic associations. Civic leaders today need relational and strategic skills to work with a diverse range of stakeholders with
multiple interests, and to know how to adapt to complex policy environments that necessitate a wide range of collaborative and non-collaborative means of making claims on power. In addition, none of this work comes easily. Leaders have to be motivated and committed to work through the inevitable challenges that arise in any democratic endeavor.

As such, questions about leadership deserve more study from scholars interested in the relationship between associations and democracy. We make a start by demonstrating the relationship between leadership quality and the public presence of civic associations. Yet multiple questions about leadership and leadership quality within civic and political organizations still remain. Descriptively, we still need clearer pictures of the roles that leaders play, the ways that leadership tasks are structured and carried out, and how leaders deliberate in civic associations. Qualitative case studies of high and low performing organizations could provide a strong complement to our quantitative analysis of the relationship between leadership quality and political presence. Through case studies, we could develop a richer understanding of the processes through which leadership capacity is translated into effective political presence for civic associations, and identify the leadership practices that seem to be the most effective. In addition, we lack a clear understanding of how civic associations develop the kinds of leaders they need. What are the processes and practices that are most effective in cultivating committed leaders equipped with the civic skills necessary for democratic leadership? Civic associations serve multiple roles in American democracy, and descriptive and analytic work remains to be done in understanding each of those. Instead of examining each role in isolation from each other, however, we should study them in juxtaposition to each other, to better understand how the participatory functions of civic associations relate to and underpin the advocacy work these organizations do. Only by addressing all of these questions together can we better understand the complex inter-relationships between leadership, associations, and democracy.

Appendix A: Scale Items

Political Presence: Scale Items
- State government leaders consult with us on environmental issues.
- Local government leaders consult with us on environmental issues.
- Officials and public agencies consult with us on environmental issues.
- The local media turns to us as an important spokesperson on environmental issues.
- Our group’s activities and positions are covered regularly in the local media.
- Candidates for local office place a high value on our endorsement.
- Candidates for local office place a high value on our endorsement.

Leadership Skills: Scale Items
I am better at . . .
- thinking creatively.
- listening to other people.
- accepting responsibility.
- accepting criticism.
- managing my time.
- asking for help.
- asking people to volunteer.
- delegating responsibilities to others.
- coaching and mentoring others.
- providing others with support to do their work well.
- challenging others to perform more effectively.
- holding others accountable.
- organizing and running a meeting.
- working effectively with public officials.
- working effectively in coalitions.
- speaking in public.
- planning and carrying out a campaign.
- working with the media.
- managing internal conflict.
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